Introduction
The first two decades of the twentieth century witnessed the rise of an essentially morality-based form of legal activism intent on persuading the government of the day to enact a litany of repressive legislation that would control a range of social behaviours regarded by certain 'right-minded' and typically middle class individuals as sexually immoral.
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Earlier incarnations of such crusades and social purity movements pioneered by organizations such as the Vice Society and Society for the Protection of Public Morals had sought to educate the populace rather than legislate by promoting instruction in the 'reformation of manners', 'suppression of vice' and consciousness of 'moral hygiene'.
Although statutory regulation during the latter half of the nineteenth century had intensified in response to the pressures of Victorian industrialization, successive late nineteenth and early twentieth century governments were less willing to criminalize immoral behaviour by enacting legislation as emphasised by Mort in his reference to the 'reluctant state'. 1 As the old century segued into the new in the face of declining confidence in Victorian imperialism, Edwardian society and its moral perspectives started to shift like tectonic plates, loosely divided into those intent on preserving the status quo of Victorian moralism and conservatism in opposition to radical ideologists who sought liberation from its repressive constraints. The former found the means to express their views and exert influence on the 'reluctant state' by joining increasingly activist social purity organisations intent on re-moralizing society by campaigning for legislation to control the 'immoral' behaviours of the working class. 2 These included voluntary, charitable and religious societies, notably the Salvation Army, National Vigilance Association (NVA), London Council for the Promotion of Public Morality (LCPPM), the Christian Church, social hygienists and the women's movement. Such bodies were united in believing that the criminal law could be invoked as an 'effective instrument' to improve morality and extinguish vice consequently setting the tone of public and political debate.
Confronted with an array of organizations demanding the imposition of legislation to endorse moral standards and minimize 'demoralization' by punishing perceived transgressions, both Liberal and Conservative governments from 1880 to 1920 continually tried to ignore or delay such representations. The Home Office was subjected to persistent lobbying from morality groups who presented numerous petitions, sent regular deputations, and encouraged their members to send letters to the Home Secretary as well as the national press. Unsurprisingly, the more the government resisted, the more dogmatic the activists 3 became, leveraging their way into Whitehall, promoting their concerns at public meetings and co-opting high profile sponsors and speakers. While such campaigns did significantly influence the government's political agenda and legislative programme they rarely accomplished any actual substantive legal change, not least because many of the reforms proposed tended to be self-defeating making it impossible to draft coherent legislation. In particular, demands to censure greater public awareness and education about matters relating to sexuality and procreation conflicted with punitive measures to safeguard vulnerable young girls from sexual defilement and prostitution in order to 'protect' them from themselves. Similarly, while certain women were perceived as the cause of much demoralization the general moral authority of women was respected as a means of persuading both sexes to exercise self-control.
This paper highlights examples of such forms of legal activism to illustrate the extent to which the conflicting agendas and self-interests of those pressing for reform could influence or aggravate the likelihood of effective legislation being enacted. It focuses on the repeated campaigns and attempts to reform the age of sexual protection, established in the Criminal Law Amendment Act 1885 (CLA Act 1885) at sixteen years and which we now understand and refer to as the age of sexual consent. Despite the apparent failure to secure their desired aims the efforts of these moral reformers were not entirely unproductive.
Undoubtedly much moralistic legal activism of the period was instrumental in stimulating public debate about the extent to which the law could and should interfere with the private world of sex and sexuality. It was also fundamental in persuading a largely ambivalent Home
Office to acknowledge such controversial agendas, confront the arguments for and against potential criminalization, and reflect upon the likelihood of steering any consequent Bill through Parliament. Arguably, such female activism tended to concentrate more on achieving social purity through the eradication of prostitution by providing practical help to rescue 'immoral' girls rather than engaging in the male dominated legal debates to formalise a legislative age of consent, or indeed forming any consensus on what that age threshold should be. As Bland affirms, 'Many feminists in this period held as one of their key objectives the purification and civilisation of both public and private worlds.' 6 Other feminist historians, including Purvis, Bruley and Vickery, 7 have critically challenged the submissive ideal of femininity as encapsulated in the separate spheres and Hall has usefully synthesised the historiographic literature regarding the 'double moral standard' whereby female sexuality was legally controlled by men acting in their own self-interest and according to their masculine moral standards. 8 Purvis examines this further in the context of the women's movement and Christabel Pankhurst's The Scourge but while she argues that the double moral standard and the Suffragettes' moral crusade need to be situated within 'a particular historical, legal and social context', she prioritises the repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts and does not refer to the debates or impact of the CLA Act. 9 Arguably, the absence of any major contemporary woman-initiated legal debate post-1885 informed by such moral judgment might go some way towards explaining why it has been largely unnoticed by feminist 5 historians, and also why it was primarily left to male legal minds and politicians to present and respond to any proposed legal reforms. 10 The age threshold of sixteen years problematically established by the CLA Act 1885 was subsequently heavily contested by moral activists and campaigners for another forty years until finally confirmed in the Criminal Law Amendment Act 1922. Legally, the age of consent has endured at sixteen to the present day as affirmed by the Sexual Offences Act 2003, but it has again started to reappear on the public radar. Recent recommendations that it be lowered to fourteen, or even thirteen years, primarily to decriminalize teen sex have incited controversy and divided opinion reflecting similar concerns to those raised a century before.
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Activating Activism over the Age of Consent
In order to secure any legal moral reform two pre-existing conditions or contexts must be present. Firstly, a dominant politico-legal will within government reinforced by strong support from the Home Office to invoke the law to criminalize immoral behaviour. Secondly, as J.S.
Mill had advocated, only a consensual conceptualization and acceptance of ('immoral'?) behaviours classified as unambiguously criminal and where there is a clear and demonstrable physical harm, should justify a legitimate target for state enforced prohibition.
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In relation to sexual consent, whether based on age (or gender), the underlying contestation was essentially a jurisdictional one: whether sexual activity with young people (or members of the same sex) should be a legal matter punishable under the criminal law; or a 'moral' sin to be alleviated informally through 'education' and religious dogma. Supporters who favoured the legal option were split between those who fervently believed in the need for universal child protectionist legislation, and moral puritans who wished to 'criminalize' and punish all 'immoral' young girls who engaged in or 'encouraged' sexual activity classifying them as child prostitutes. 15 The legislation was primarily engineered by the Lords who were deeply divided about whether the law should be invoked to criminalize sexual activities that many perceived as a purely 'moral' matter to be addressed through public and/or religious 'education'. 16 And even when, in 1883, they fleetingly compromised and agreed that the threshold of consent be sixteen, Gladstone's government rejected the Bill as poorly drafted and 'not of a character to inspire confidence in the legislative capacity of the Lords'. 17 Pre-1885, modern conceptions of an 'age of consent' did not exist as neither women nor young girls were allowed any sexual autonomy. Sexual intercourse was only legitimate within marriage so typically it related to the age at which a girl could be contracted into a lawful marriage. Sexual penetration with a girl (married or unmarried) below any permitted age threshold would constitute rape if non-consensual or violent but girls who 'acquiesced' to sexual advances were not afforded any legal protection. The term was also used slightly differently in some colonies to refer to the age at which consummation of marriage through 'consensual' sexual penetration was lawful. 18 The first legal reference to an age of consent can be found in the Statute of Babylon published in the Pall Mall Gazette, 6 July 1885, which moved the issue of raising the age of consent forward. 22 The day after it appeared, the Lords (somewhat Women and Children. This also meant they had to bear the legal costs. The courts could reimburse some costs on application, but in 1887 the Home Office announced that such costs could no longer be recovered from the public purse. This restricted the number of private prosecutions causing a gradual shift whereby the police increasingly undertook a more active role, gathering evidence, liaising with purity groups and instigating prosecutions. 33 A very real practical difficulty for prosecutors, public or private, was the imposition in section 5 of a three month time limit within which proceedings had to be commenced. In autumn 1899 the Home Secretary received a number of memorials from Poor Law Unions supporting the Meriden Union's resolution that this time limit be extended to at least twelve months from the commission of the offence, the Central Vigilance Society for the Repression of Immorality also lobbied urging an extension to nine months.
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Lushington's replacement, Sir Kenelm Digby, acknowledged that the provision had been a response to 'grave fears that the statute would lead extensively to blackmailing' from prosecutions 'prompted by pique, jealousy or a desire to extort.' Digby was sympathetic to the Union's views remarking that 'such fears had proved to be largely unfounded,' and that a twelve month amendment had been included in the current CLA Bill 1896 to resolve the problem. 35 This was never enacted reprising the delays surrounding the 1885 legislation.
While the number of prosecutions did start to increase, the combination of the three month prosecution limit and the 'escape clause' permitting many defendants to successfully claim that the complainant had 'consented' shattered the conviction rate. well as sexual behaviour. 44 Thane confirms that these 'social purity vigilantistes' were keen to enforce the law to 'confine sexual behaviour within "normal" bounds' i.e. in private rather than in public, but they were not necessarily 'any more representative of widely held beliefs than were the other minority who explicitly challenged convention. They were, however, probably closer than the self-conscious sexual radicals to a dominant, though not necessarily puritanical, respectability.' 45 Even the leading women activists of the day gave some credence to the double moral standard, viewing married respectability or single celibacy as the preferred norm and being more concerned about stopping sexual exploitation by men than demanding their personal sexual freedom. 46 Political and social allegiances were now more complex making it 'possible to take up one liberating cause while remaining in other respects conservative.' 47 Attempts to reform or improve the law relating to the age of sexual protection therefore need to be considered within the context and 'noise' of such morality campaigns. 'laissez-faire' policy to his officers as they were unwilling to make such arrests. 49 The and requesting the inclusion of new amendments that the 'age of consent be raised to 18' and the proviso repealed. 55 The explicit reference to an age of consent acknowledges the shift in discourse from an age of protection and desire for this to be enshrined in legislation. McKenna made 'a firm determination that the Bill would carry through its stages' but ultimately the requested amendments were ignored and only minor amendments secured. 57 The CLA Act 1885 was renamed the Criminal Law Amendment Acts 1885 and 1912 achieving little other than tightening the law regarding brothels, increased sentences for procurers, and harmonizing Scottish law. Given there were 373 Bills to be considered in the 1911 session alone, including some major constitutional reforms, arguably it is of some significance that even these were passed. 58 In his memoirs Troupe notes, somewhat proudly (and maybe a little smugly) that 'the law is more stringent than in any other country'. 59 
An Unlikely Alliance? The Bishop's Bill
A significant driver of those pushing for legal reform, even if it failed to achieve any agreement on the desired result, was the involvement and acceptance of women as representatives of particular activist groups or as key speakers and sponsors, especially at a time when public opinion was polarized on female suffrage. While women were not allowed to be part of the law making process and were denied the opportunity to debate legislation of relevance to them, indirectly they were forcing their voices to be heard in the public domain about matters that would personally affect them or womanhood more widely.
In 1913 a sense of déjà vu is evident as the 'important societies' again attempted to resurrect the failed 1911 CLA Bill (to amend the CLA Act 1885 and the Vagrancy Act 1898)
to 'make further provision for the protection of Women and Young Girls, and with respect to prostitution'. For the first time the phrase 'sexual morality' was used making the aim of protection from sexual exploitation more explicit. The Bill reproduced the now familiar provisions concerning the reduction of the maximum sentence for sexual offences including rape to ten years, to disallow any defence of consent for defilement and increase the prosecution limit to six months. A proposal to reintroduce a sentence of corporal punishment i.e. flogging, in addition to three years imprisonment for the rape and carnal knowledge of a girl under twelve years might raise eyebrows in terms of modern understandings of the 18 practices employed in child sexual abuse but in 1913 such irony was absent. 60 For the first time ever male victims were acknowledged with the proposal of an age of consent of sixteen for indecent assaults on boys and seventeen for girls. The felony of sexual intercourse with a girl under thirteen was to be raised to fourteen years and the crime of incest extended to uncles, aunts, nephews and nieces. There was also a bid to hold certain court hearings in camera not to protect victims but to shield the public at large from hearing the real life details of sexual perversions.
McKenna was again unwilling to sponsor the Bill and instead took the opportunity at In March 1917 the Bill was referred to the House of Commons Standing Committee which spent days debating whether the age of consent should be raised from sixteen to seventeen. 73 The Bill stalled as opinion was equally divided amongst the committee: twenty one to twenty against raising the age limit and twenty one to twenty to extend the prosecution limit to twelve months and keep the proviso. 74 In July, Shortt who proved to be just as obstinate as his predecessor. The Bishop eventually received a response in May urging him to reintroduce the Bill but to limit it to the 'noncontentious points' of raising the age of consent from thirteen to sixteen for indecent assault;
extending the prosecution limit to twelve months; and removing the proviso. the object being to protect, not the children who had good parents to look after them, but the children who were neglected by their parents, and needed protecting against themselves … If a man chose to take a risk with a girl with whom he had committed an immoral act might be under sixteen that was his affair. If he wished to remain outside the reach of the law he must make sure she was an adult. 84 Immediately Sir Frederick Banbury MP lamented that often it was the woman who was at fault yet only the man was to be prosecuted. Major Lowther MP insisted it must be proven that a girl was virgo intacta before any prosecution was instigated and, along with others, still sought to convince the House that (religious) education not legislation was the only means to 'cure' immorality. 85 The Daily Mirror was also irate postulating that the girl is often to blame and that 'promiscuity' can only be countered by moral not legal pressure. 86 
Conclusion
The continual introduction and reintroduction of these CLA Bills reveal some of the highly complex and sensitive legal issues concerning the determination of an age of consent/non-consent. More significantly they also evidence the tensions and difficulties about who is responsible for 'regulating' sexual morality and the protection of minors: church, society or state? There is no doubt that moralistic legal activism was successful in with, and forcing governments to address, issues of popular and minority concern. Arguably it was this, rather than any formal enactment, that was the real and indirect success of such campaigns, facilitating the shift towards a more consultative style of policy making. Modern government is now more broadly receptive and likely to proactively elicit responses from activist and minority interest groups, arguably because in imposing their agendas the early twentieth century activists made such lobbying more politically acceptable. And after all the 25 decision in 1885 to set the age of consent at sixteen has held fast albeit it is now at odds with the practical reality of teenage sexual experience in the twenty-first century.
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